Adventure Buggy CompanY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
CORRECT USE
TODDLER SEAT MK3

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TOP –
MOUNTED TODDLER SEAT
(MK3)
CAUTION: SEAT MUST ONLY BE
USED WITH “FLAT-TOP” SUN
CANOPIES.
16kg MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY FOR TODDLER SEAT
INSTALLING THE SEAT
A) FIXING THE ALIGNMENT OF
YOUR EXTENDIBLE HANDLE
Tip: Silicon spray will free up your handle to slide easily.
Note: If your extendible handle is difficult
to adjust the height, it is likely that the extendible handle is not correctly aligned.
Remove the handle. Place the ends of the
chrome handle against the openings at the
top of the frame (where the handle enters). If these are not aligned or do not
meet the ends of the tube of the frame then it is not aligned correctly.
To re-align;
1) The chrome handle should meet up
evenly and enter the top of the buggy
frame easily.
2) First check whether the chrome handle
(sliders) are parallel. If it isn't then simply
expand so that it is parallel.
3) Un-dome the top 4 x domes of the sling
(2 x each side) and disconnect the sun
canopy..
4) "tweak" the buggy frame by pulling
apart the top ends of the tube (where the
handle enters), and re-check that the handle meets the top of the buggy frame.
5) Return handle to the buggy frame and
re-dome baby sling. Spray some silicon
onto chrome handle.

B) INSTALLING THE TODDLER SEAT
ONTO THE EXTENDIBLE HANDLE
1) With the seat facing you, enter the extendible handle sliders into the tube brackets of the seat. As described above, it is
necessary that your handle meets these
openings. If the handle doesn’t - repeat the
process described above (A).
2) Slide the handle through the toddler seat
openings (note: you will have to depress
the safety buttons on the handle to complete the process).
C) INSTALLING THE TODDLER
SEAT / HANDLE ONTO THE BUGGY
1) Ensure your sun canopy is out stretched
into the sun protection position.
2) Slide the Toddler seat half way up the
handle
3) With the extendible handle now installed on the toddler seat, return the handle/seat combination to the buggy.
4) Ensure the safety buttons have clicked
into the safety holes of the buggy frame,
(which is the fully extended position of the
handle).
5) IMPORTANT: Slide the toddler seat
down the handle so that the seats tubebracket’s are flush with the TOP of the
buggy frame.
NOTE: The toddler seat is required to
rest against the top of the buggy frame
for correct balance and stability. The
toddler seat must be positioned directly
over the buggies rear wheels.
6) Tighten the screw handles under the
buggy frame to secure the handle into
place.

Note: It is suggested that the handle be used
in the fully extended position with the MK3
toddler seat installed. The extra length provides greater leverage and control of the additional buggy weight. Satisfactory leg
room for the toddler in the MK3 seat also
benefits with the handle fully extended.

KERB CAUTION: Extreme care is necessary when moving from the pavement,
down a kerb and onto the road. It is advised that for the safest use - Avoid maneuvering the buggy anywhere that you
are not able to have all three wheels connecting with the pavement.

To remove the seat - simply reverse the
above instructions for installing.

CAUTION: THE MK3 TODDLER
SEAT IS NOT TO BE USED IN ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES FOR JOGGING WALKING PACE ONLY

D) PLACING YOUR CHILD IN THE
TODDLER SEAT
1) Apply the brake
2) Remove the safety bar of the toddler seat.
Simply depress the spring buttons and pull
the safety bar out to remove (note: you may
have to un-dome the front crotch “tongue”)
3) Place your child in the seat.
4) Return the safety bar into its safe position. Ensure the crotch “tongue” is redomed over the safety bar.
5) Apply the 5-point safety harness, ensuring your toddler is adequately and safely restrained.
NEVER, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES LEAVE YOUR CHILDREN
UNATTENDED IN THE BUGGY.
SAFETY WARNING:
The MK3 Toddler seat is to be used with
three wheels on FLAT SURFACES ONLY.
If you are concerned for the stability of the
buggy with the (mk3) “top seat” installed,
you must purchase the 4-wheel conversion
kit to ensure stability and the safety of your
children.

EXTREME CAUTION IS ADVISED
AT ALL TIMES WHEN USING THIS
PRODUCT
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